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ABSTRACT

We have identified 15 XUV (extended ultraviolet) disks in a largely field sample of 38 E/S0 galax-
ies that have stellar masses primarily below ∼4 × 1010M⊙ and comparable numbers on the red and
blue sequences. We use a new purely quantitative XUV disk definition designed with reference to the
“Type 1” XUV disk definition found in the literature, requiring UV extension relative to a UV-defined
star formation threshold radius. The 39±9% XUV-disk frequency for these E/S0s is roughly twice
the ∼20% reported for late-type galaxies (although differences in XUV-disk criteria complicate the
comparison), possibly indicating that XUV disks are preferentially associated with galaxies experi-
encing weak or inefficient star formation. Consistent with this interpretation, we find that the XUV
disks in our sample do not correlate with enhanced outer-disk star formation as traced by blue optical
outer-disk colors. However, UV-Bright (UV-B) disk galaxies with blue UV colors outside their optical
50% light radii do display enhanced optical outer-disk star formation as well as enhanced atomic gas
content. UV-B disks occur in our E/S0s with a 42+9

−8% frequency and need not coincide with XUV
disks, thus their combined frequency is 61±9%. For both XUV and UV-B disks, UV colors typically
imply <1 Gyr ages, and most such disks extend beyond the optical R25 radius. XUV disks occur
over the full sample mass range and on both the red and blue sequences, suggesting an association
with galaxy interactions or another similarly general evolutionary process. In contrast, UV-B disks
favor the blue sequence and may also prefer low masses, perhaps reflecting the onset of cold-mode gas
accretion or another mass-dependent evolutionary process. Virtually all blue E/S0s in the gas-rich
regime below stellar mass M t ∼ 5× 109M⊙ (the “gas-richness threshold mass”) display UV-B disks,
supporting the previously suggested association of this population with active disk growth.
Subject headings: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD — galaxies: evolution — ultraviolet: galaxies

1. INTRODUCTION

In hierarchical models of galaxy formation, galax-
ies often experience mergers that result in early-
type remnants. Disk structures are also predicted
to regrow around some of these remnants (e.g.,
Steinmetz & Navarro 2002; Governato et al. 2007), al-
lowing for transitions back from early- to late-type mor-
phologies. Observationally, a transition stage from late
to early types, brought about by interactions, may be
glimpsed in the population of E+A (post-starburst)
galaxies (e.g., Yang et al. 2008). However, observational
evidence for the opposite predicted transition, that from
early- to late-type morphology, has remained more elu-
sive.
The ultraviolet regime offers a natural choice for study-

ing possible disk growth. Recently, GALEX has enabled
the discovery of extended ultraviolet (XUV) disks (e.g.,
Thilker et al. 2005; Gil de Paz et al. 2005). These XUV
disks show ongoing star formation beyond the optical
radii and traditional star formation thresholds of late-
type galaxies, providing an intriguing new look at galaxy
disk growth in progress at z∼0. In a nearby galaxy sam-
ple emphasizing late types, Thilker et al. (2007, hereafter
T07) find a 20% incidence of “Type 1” XUV disks, char-
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acterized primarily by large radial extents and structured
UV morphologies (versus “Type 2” XUV disks, which
consist of less-extended UV-bright zones without mor-
phological specifications).
GALEX has provided a useful platform for detec-

tion of star formation in early-type galaxies as well.
Kauffmann et al. (2007) find that extended UV emis-
sion is common in high-mass bulge-dominated galaxies,
likely associated with modest reservoirs of cold gas in the
disk that help fuel bulge and black hole growth. Focus-
ing specifically on galaxies with E/S0 morphology, ex-
tended UV emission has also been seen in ring struc-
tures around several S0 galaxies (Donovan et al. 2009;
Cortese & Hughes 2009), and Thilker et al. (2010) re-
cently identified an XUV disk around the nearby S0
NGC 404. Salim & Rich (2010) have also identified sev-
eral z<0.12 early-type galaxies with extended UV struc-
tures in far-ultraviolet HST imaging.
The presence of XUV disks, however, can have a

variety of interpretations. T07, for example, sug-
gest an association of XUV disks with interactions
or minor perturbations. The raw material for XUV
disk formation could be acquired externally from such
interactions or from fresh cosmic gas accretion, ei-
ther of which may be consistent with the extended
disks and rings of HI commonly observed around
E/S0s (e.g., Sage & Welch 2006; Morganti et al. 2006;
Oosterloo et al. 2007; Oosterloo et al. 2010). Another
possibility for creating extended disks in early types is
the fallback of tidal tails in late stage mergers (e.g.,
Hibbard & Mihos 1995; Barnes 2002; Naab et al. 2006).

http://arxiv.org/abs/1111.0959v1
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The evolutionary significance of disk growth may be
greater in some of these scenarios than others. Of par-
ticular interest is the scenario of cold mode gas accre-
tion (e.g., Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Kereš et al. 2005;
Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Kereš et al. 2009), which may
be linked to disk building in “blue-sequence E/S0s,”
a recently identified morphologically defined population
of E/S0 galaxies on the blue sequence in color versus
stellar mass (Kannappan, Guie, & Baker 2009, hereafter
KGB). Blue-sequence E/S0s are primarily found in non-
cluster environments (KGB), and as shown in KGB and
Wei et al. (2010), many display global gas reservoirs and
specific star formation rates that could allow the growth
of significant new disks on relatively short timescales.
Cold mode accretion occurs primarily below a criti-

cal shock heating stability mass (e.g., Birnboim & Dekel
2003; Kereš et al. 2005); this mass may coincide with an
observed “gas-richness threshold” stellar mass at M t ∼
5 × 109M⊙, below which blue-sequence E/S0s become
suddenly common, along with gas-dominated galaxies
(Kannappan 2004; Kannappan & Wei 2008; see KGB
regarding corrected mass scale). This low-mass regime
may be where the most active E/S0 disk growth occurs
(KGB). Blue-sequence E/S0s also occur in modest num-
bers up to stellar masses of ∼3×1010M⊙, the bimodality
mass of Kauffmann et al. (2003), above which classical
spheroids with older stellar populations begin to domi-
nate.
To better understand the significance of recent disk

star formation in E/S0s, we concentrate on the mass
regime up to the bimodality mass and seek to quan-
tify the incidence of extended-disk star formation in a
representative, largely field sample of E/S0s. In §2, we
introduce our chosen sample and basic data. In §3, we
discuss various methods for identifying extended star for-
mation, adopting the T07 Type 1 XUV-disk designation
as a reference. We then propose modifications to this
definition to create a purely quantitative classification
that reflects recent extended disk star formation in early
types. Since we are interested in the presence of disk
star formation in a general sense, we also introduce an
alternative UV-Bright (UV-B) disk definition, which can
be used to identify significant disk star formation not
necessarily extended relative to traditional star forma-
tion thresholds. In §4-5, we present demographics and
properties of our classified XUV and UV-B disks, and in
§6 we compare our results to various formation scenar-
ios and results from the literature. Finally, we provide a
brief summary in §7.

2. SAMPLE AND DATA REDUCTION

Our “GALEX GI” sample of 30 E/S0s was defined
for GALEX program GI3-0046 and primarily draws on
the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey (NFGS, Jansen et al.
2000a). The sample was selected to encompass all of
the NFGS blue-sequence E/S0s and the majority of
NFGS red-sequence E/S0s in the stellar mass range be-
low ∼4× 1010M⊙ (Fig. 1), where many E/S0s have sub-
stantial gas and settled blue-sequence E/S0s with the po-
tential for disk regrowth are observed (KGB). The NFGS
provides a representative sample of galaxies in the z∼0
universe with a wide range of luminosities, morphologies,
and environments, allowing us to explore the natural va-
riety of stages in galaxy evolution. In addition to 25
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Figure 1. GALEX GI and archival E/S0 sample in color-stellar
mass space. The small grey symbols indicate galaxies in the Nearby
Field Galaxy Survey, the parent sample for the majority of our
E/S0s (§2). The dashed line divides the red and blue sequences,
and the vertical line marks the gas-richness threshold mass (KGB).
The 38 E/S0s with GALEX data are denoted by open circles.

NFGS E/S0s, the sample includes 5 blue-sequence E/S0s
from the “HyperLeda+” sample of KGB with compara-
ble archival data.
To augment this sample, we have cross-matched all

M∗ . 4 × 1010M⊙ E/S0s in the “HyperLeda+” sam-
ple of KGB with the GALEX and Spitzer archives to
find sources imaged with exposure times similar to those
for our prior programs. Excluding Virgo Cluster mem-
bers from this cross-matched sample (consistent with the
NFGS selection criteria), we find eight additional E/S0s
for our “archival” sample.
Our primary data are GALEX NUV and FUV

images at least as deep as those of the Medium
Imaging Survey (MIS). For comparison of UV and
optical morphologies, we employ DSS-II red images
(http://archive.stsci.edu/dss/). For profile analysis, we
compare to Spitzer IRAC 3.6 µm imaging mostly ob-
tained for program GO-30406 with typical exposure
times of 480 s (although several archival sources have ex-
posure times down to 120 s). The 3.6 µm imaging serves
as a proxy for K-band data, assuming the Leroy et al.
(2008) conversion I3.6 = 0.55IK (MJy ster−1). We use
the notation K80 to denote the 80% light radius calcu-
lated using the 3.6 µm data, to indicate the direct anal-
ogy with the K80 radius of T07.
We use GALEX imaging in a pipeline-processed

form with the zero point calibrations of Morrissey et al.
(2007). We apply foreground extinction corrections
based on Schlegel et al. (1998) and Cardelli et al.
(1989), but correction factors for internal extinction
are not applied (consistent with prior XUV-disk
studies). Spitzer IRAC 3.6 µm imaging is also
pipeline processed and calibrated according to pro-
cedures outlined in the IRAC Instrument Handbook
(http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/
iracinstrumenthandbook/). In addition to the pipeline
processing, we apply a median background subtraction
procedure.

http://archive.stsci.edu/dss/
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/
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Figure 2. Images and surface brightness profiles of NGC 4117, one of several XUV-disk galaxies identified on the red sequence. (a)
GALEX NUV+FUV color composite with overlay of the NUV-derived star formation threshold, RUVSF (see §3). The inset shows the
DSS-II red image with the same overlay for scale. (b) GALEX and Spitzer surface brightness profiles. A vertical line marks RUVSF. The
black dotted line represents a profile extracted from the 2D (re)convolution of the NUV PSF with the NUV galaxy light within RUVSF

(see §3). The inset shows the (re)convolved image.

From these data, we extract radial surface brightness
profiles and magnitudes by totaling fluxes in elliptical
apertures. The parameters of these ellipses were de-
termined from isophotal fits to optical images (as re-
ported in Jansen et al. 2000a for NFGS galaxies) and
newly derived using the IRAF ELLIPSE task and SDSS
g-band imaging (Abazajian et al. 2009) for non-NFGS
sample galaxies (parameters for non-NFGS galaxies in
theGALEX GI sample from Stark et al., in prep). Detec-
tion and masking of non-galaxy sources in these images
was accomplished using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996). For calculation of comparative GALEX and
Spitzer photometry, our UV and IR images were con-
volved with an appropriately sized gaussian kernel to
yield degraded images with the same PSF FWHM as
the lowest-resolution NUV images (FWHM ∼4.9′′).

3. IDENTIFYING EXTENDED STAR FORMATION

Here we discuss UV-based methods for identifying
galaxies with recent star formation in disks and extended
disks. Ideally, we seek to employ a purely quantitative
method of classification. We also seek to answer two
distinct questions about extended star formation in our
sample, for which different specific identification meth-
ods are relevant. First, does it occur beyond traditional
star formation thresholds? This question motivated the
original “Type 1” XUV-disk definition of T07, which we
take as a reference in designing a purely quantitative
XUV disk definition (§3.2). Second, is it significant (in
a mass-contribution sense) in the optical outer disks of
galaxies? This question motivates our introduction of
a new “Ultraviolet-Bright” (UV-B) disk definition (§3.3;
see also Table 1 for a summary of definitions used in this
paper).
We note that extension relative to UV-defined star for-

mation thresholds does not necessarily imply extension
beyond the full optical extent of the galaxy. Thus, an-
other natural question about extended star formation is:
does it extend beyond the optical galaxy? We will treat
the answer to this question as a matter of investigation

rather than definition, given that the radial extent of star
formation relative to the optical disk may behave funda-
mentally differently in E/S0s vs. late-type galaxies, for
example, in the case of inside-out disk (re)growth.

3.1. Prior Definitions

A natural choice for answering our first guiding ques-
tion, concerning star formation extended beyond tradi-
tional star formation thresholds, is the T07 “Type 1”
XUV-disk definition. T07 define Type 1 XUV disks as
displaying more than one structured UV-bright emission
complex beyond a centralized surface-brightness contour
corresponding to the expected star formation thresh-
old (equated to an NUV surface brightness of 27.35 AB
mag arcsec−2 by T07, roughly matching typical Hα and
HI thresholds; we label the corresponding radius RUVSF).
In addition to extension relative to this UV contour, the
definition requires that the XUV emission take on a dif-
ferent morphology from any underlying optical emission.
T07 also define a Type 2 XUV-disk classification, but
this is not geared towards tracing star formation beyond
RUVSF, and an issue1 with the definition implies that we
cannot apply it uniformly to early types. Thus, we do
not consider Type 2 XUVs further here and henceforth
are referring to Type 1 XUVs when we reference T07
XUV designations.
The T07 XUV definition is the basis for our new

XUV definition (described in §3.2), but for complete-
ness, we note that several other measures of bright
and/or extended UV disks exist, most requiring high
spatial resolution. For example, visual classification of
UV structures such as rings is common in the litera-
ture (e.g., Cortese & Hughes 2009; Salim & Rich 2010;

1 The Type 2 XUV-disk classification requires
FUV(AB) − K(AB) ≤ 4 in a large, optically low surface
brightness zone within RUVSF but outside K80. Here “large”
means an area at least seven times that enclosed within K80.
The Type 2 definition was developed for a late-type sample and
has proved problematic to apply to E/S0s, in that RUVSF often
lies inside the K80 radius, or lies outside but not as far as the
definition requires (see also Moffett et al. 2010 for further details).
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Table 1
Summary of Relevant UV-disk Definitions

Definition Extent Criterion Recent Star Formation Criterion

T07 Type 1 XUV UV visually identified beyond RUVSF structured, bright UV with morphology different from optical
Purely Quantitative XUV UV >3σ above PSF shelf beyond RUVSF NUV−K consistent with young population

UV-B blue UV color beyond optical R50 NUV−K consistent with &10% young population

Marino et al. 2011). A quantitative variant on ex-
tended UV disk identification involves measuring indi-
vidual UV knots in the outer regions of galaxies (e.g.,
Zaritsky & Christlein 2007). Another quantitative ap-
proach lacking the high resolution requirement is the
blue integrated UV-color cut of Kauffmann et al. (2007).
However, with an integrated color cut alone the corre-
spondence between blue color and extended star forma-
tion is not necessarily one-to-one. We modify this ap-
proach by adopting an outer-disk UV color cut in our
UV-B disk definition (see §3.3), addressing our second
guiding question regarding significant star formation in
the optical outer disks of galaxies.

3.2. A New Purely Quantitative XUV Disk Definition

To answer whether or not star formation occurs be-
yond RUVSF, we adopt the T07 XUV-disk definition as a
useful reference definition and construct a purely quanti-
tative alternative. Table 2 indicates the distribution and
properties of the 16 XUVs we identify by the original T07
definition; see Figure 2 for an example. The primary cri-
teria of the T07 XUV-disk classification are UV extension
relative to RUVSF and association of this emission with
recent star formation. In the following sections, we dis-
cuss issues with these criteria that motivate elements of
our modified definition, including consideration of pos-
sible UV upturn contributions and of the extended PSF
shelf in the GALEX NUV.

3.2.1. Ensuring Young Ages

A possible concern in identifying XUV disks in E/S0s
is the prevalence of the UV upturn, i.e., UV emission
associated with old stellar populations (O’Connell 1999).
To mitigate this issue, we identify XUV disks in the NUV
(in contrast to T07’s use of a combination of FUV and
NUV data) since the UV upturn becomes stronger at
FUV wavelengths. Nonetheless, 5 of the 16 XUVs we find
using the original T07 XUV-disk definition have XUV-
disk region FUV−K colors red enough to be consistent
with a >1 Gyr SSP (simple stellar population, as in T07
Figure 1).
In general, the T07 requirement that UV emission take

on a different morphology from any underlying optical
emission should preclude classifying an underlying old
population as a separate XUV disk. However, the sub-
jective requirement of structured emission can be difficult
to apply consistently to samples like our own: our galax-
ies tend to have smaller angular sizes than those of T07,
implying greater blurring at the low angular resolution
of GALEX, so UV structure may be lost or be difficult
to assess. An XUV-disk definition relaxing this require-
ment of structured emission has recently been applied
by Lemonias et al. (2011) to a sample containing both

early and late types, and they experiment with using an
FUV−r cut to ensure young populations.
Taking a similar approach but focusing on the NUV,

we consider color cuts based on a suite of composite
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population models us-
ing a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function, as described
in KGB (see their §2.3). These composite models are
built from two (young and old) components, with set age
options, combined in a variety of ratios to create a large
model grid. Similar to the grid of KGB, the young SSP
age options are 5, 25, 100, 290, 640, and 1000 Myr, while
the old SSP age options are 1.4, 2.5, 3.5, ..., 13.5 Gyr.
The young SSP contributions can be 0%, 1%, 2%, 4%,
8%, 16%, 32%, 64%, or 100% of the population mass.
SSP metallicites allowed in the grid are Z = 0.008, 0.02,
and 0.05. The young SSP can have 11 different extinction
values, but here we consider only zero-extinction models
for comparison to observed outer-disk colors. We make
no explicit restriction on the metallicity combinations of
the composite population models we consider, although
we find that consideration of metallicity restrictions that
could be reasonable in specific circumstances, such as
Zyoung ≤ Zold or Z ≤ Zsolar, do not substantially change
the model color distributions we report (see Figures 3
and 4).
In one version of their XUV-disk classifications,

Lemonias et al. (2011) used a color cut at FUV-r =
5, designed to separate galaxies with recent XUV-disk
star formation from those containing evolved populations
(divider based on empirical red/blue sequence division
from Wyder et al. 2007). However, based on consider-
ation of our stellar population model grid (Fig. 3), this
color selection can potentially exclude up to ∼30% of the
composite populations with recently star-forming com-
ponents.
Thus, we search for a different color selection that

better encompasses composite stellar populations with
young components. As a result of the aforementioned
difficulties with using the FUV for this purpose and the
practical usefulness of making such a selection in bands
where data coverage is more complete, we prefer the
NUV over the FUV. We find that NUV-based colors in-
deed display a more cleanly defined region where popula-
tions are predominantly old (compare Figures 3 and 4).
From the model color distributions, it is apparent that
the fraction of purely old models increases significantly
beyond NUV−K = 5, which is where young model frac-
tions start to decline as well. Thus, we choose to exclude
XUV disks with NUV−K > 5.

3.2.2. Ensuring Extended Emission

When applying the original T07 XUV-disk defini-
tion, classifiers must subjectively identify the pres-
ence of extended emission beyond RUVSF. How-
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ever, when classifying XUVs from GALEX NUV
imaging, especially when considering galaxies with
small angular sizes, the ∼45′′ shelf in the NUV
PSF (http://www.galex.caltech.edu/researcher/techdoc
-ch5.html) may affect this judgement. Thus, to design
a quantitative test for extension relative to RUVSF, we
require that the NUV flux detected outside RUVSF is
significantly greater than (>3σ above) the flux redis-
tributed into this region by an artificial second convo-
lution of the NUV PSF with the flux inside this radius.
This (re)convolution is in addition to the natural convo-
lution inherent in the images; see Figure 2 for an illustra-
tion. We note that for the XUV disks we have identified
based on the original, subjective T07 definition, we have
confirmed that this requirement is always satisfied.

3.2.3. Final Definition

In summary, for our “purely quantitative XUV-disk”
designation, we ensure UV emission beyond RUVSF by
requiring >3σ emission above the NUV PSF shelf, and
we ensure recent star formation by requiring NUV−K
< 5 in the XUV-disk region beyond RUVSF. Properties
and demographics of these XUV disks are presented in §4
(see also Table 2) and largely imply that this population
is associated with recent but not necessarily significant
outer-disk star formation.
With our new definition, we identify a similar frac-

tion of XUV disks as when applying the traditional T07
Type 1 XUV-disk definition (see Table 2, Figure 5), but
the overlap between these classifications is not perfect.
Approximately 70% of the traditionally identified XUVs
are among XUVs identified with our purely quantitative
method. In cases where the classifications do not over-
lap, the reason is either (1) insufficiently blue NUV−K
color to satisfy the new definition’s color cut or (2) UV
disk morphology not distinct enough from the optical
to satisfy the T07 Type 1 definition. Our color cut is
more conservative in rejecting XUV disks that may con-
tain evolved populations than the T07 requirement of
morphological differences compared to the optical. On
the other hand, the T07 morphology requirement may
recover XUVs with even weaker or more incipient star
formation than our definition allows, where this star for-
mation has not built up a detectable optical counterpart.

3.3. UV-Bright (UV-B) Disk Definition

To answer whether or not significant UV-detected star
formation occurs in the optical outer-disk region, irre-
spective of extent beyond RUVSF, we construct a second
quantitative classification.
We designate a population with a &10% young compo-

nent by mass as one containing “significant” star forma-
tion (in practice for our model set >8%, §3.2.1). Consid-
ering the aforementioned stellar population model grid, a
more conservative color cut than was used in the purely
quantitative XUV case appears necessary to select galax-
ies containing significant recent star formation (Fig. 4).
Requiring NUV−K < 4.5 presents a natural choice for
this definition, given the falloff in the fraction of models
with a &10% young population component beyond this
value.
To quantify our region of interest for this definition,

i.e., the optical outer disk, we select the region beyond
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Figure 3. FUV−r color for selected composite stellar population
models (grid as described in §3.2.1), illustrating issues with using
this color as a clean young/old population divider. Blue and green
histograms represent numbers of models with >8% and 1-8% young
population contributions by mass, normalized to the total numbers
of such models. The red histogram represents numbers of models
containing no young (age ≤ 1 Gyr) component, normalized to the
total numbers of such models. The vertical dashed line indicates
the color cut of Lemonias et al. (2011), which appears to miss a
significant fraction (∼30%) of the combined young model options
that fall outside this cut with colors redder than FUV−r = 5.
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Figure 4. NUV−K color for selected composite stellar population
models (grid as described in §3.2.1), illustrating NUV−K cuts cho-
sen for our analysis. Blue and green histograms represent numbers
of models with >8% and 1-8% young population contributions by
mass, normalized to the total numbers of such models. The red his-
togram represents numbers of models containing no young (age ≤ 1
Gyr) component, normalized to the total numbers of such models.
It is apparent that the fraction of purely old models increases sig-
nificantly beyond NUV−K = 5, so we use this value to reject XUV
disks likely to contain evolved populations as described in §3.2.1.
A more conservative color cut at NUV−K = 4.5 appears necessary
if we wish to select populations with a significant young population
as in our UV-B disk classification (here >8%, corresponding to the
&10% requirement specified in §3.3).

the optical 50% light radius. Thus, our UV-B disk clas-
sification requires only NUV−K < 4.5 beyond the opti-
cal 50% light radius. The properties and demographics
of the UV-B disks are presented in §5 (see also Table 2)
from which we conclude that these galaxies correlate well
with enhanced optical disk star formation.

http://www.galex.caltech.edu/researcher/techdoc
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Figure 5. GALEX GI and archival E/S0 sample in color-stellar mass space (as in Figure 1), showing UV disks (asterisks) identified
according to three different classifications: (left) the original T07 XUV-disk definition, (middle) our new, purely quantitative XUV definition,
and (right) the UV-B disk definition.

4. XUV DISK PROPERTIES AND DEMOGRAPHICS

With our purely quantitative definition, we identify
XUV disks in 15/38 or 39+9

−9% of our E/S0 sample (see
Table 2 for the identifications and Fig. 8 for images
of classified XUVs). These XUV-disk classifications su-
persede the preliminary, purely visual classifications of
Moffett et al. (2010), which were made without reference
to RUVSF. In the following, we present the demographics
and basic properties of the identified XUVs.

4.1. Extents and Ages

The XUV disks in our E/S0s can extend beyond R25,
as has been found in Type 1 XUV disks for late types
(e.g., Thilker et al. 2005; Gil de Paz et al. 2005; T07; see
also Zaritsky & Christlein 2007). We find radial extents
(to the last measured NUV point) ∼0.7−2.3R25, with
mean ∼1.3R25 and ∼70% extending beyond R25. Rel-
ative to the older populations traced by near-IR light,
the average radial extent of the young XUV-disk compo-
nent in our E/S0s is ∼2 times the K80 radius. Relative
to the centralized younger populations traced by NUV
light, the average radial extent of our XUV disks is ∼1.5
times RUVSF.
Compared to XUV disks in late-type galaxies, our

E/S0 XUV disks tend to be redder. The reported outer-
disk FUV−NUV colors of late-type XUV-disk galaxies
in the literature range primarily between small negative
values and ∼0.5 (Thilker et al. 2005; Gil de Paz et al.
2005, 2007). Our early-type XUV-disk galaxies have an
average color of ∼1.4 in the XUV-disk regions (similar to
the early-type XUV-disk galaxy NGC 404, Thilker et al.
2010). However, the contour at RUVSF for our early-
type XUVs tends to occur closer to K80 than it does for
late-type XUVs (enclosing on average ∼3 times the area
of the K80 contour versus ∼15 for late types; see T07).
Thus, redder XUV-disk colors in early types may simply
indicate a greater contribution from the underlying old
stellar population than is typical for late types.
The XUV-disk FUV−NUV colors we compute for our

E/S0s are consistent with <1 Gyr ages from simple
stellar population models. We choose to report SSP-
equivalent ages for our XUVs in light of the inherent
degeneracies involved in estimating separate old/young

population ages from composite population models. We
note that age estimates from stellar population models
are affected by uncertainties in modeling the UV con-
tribution from old stellar populations and will also vary
depending on the assumed star formation history. Com-
paring with Bruzual & Charlot (2003) UV model colors
for an instantaneous starburst with Z = 0.02 (as in T07
Figure 1), our average XUV-disk FUV−NUV color of
∼1.4 corresponds to an SSP with an approximate age of
500 Myr.
One of our XUV-disk galaxies does have XUV-disk re-

gion FUV−K color red enough to be consistent with a
>1 Gyr SSP (as in T07 Figure 1). However, all of our
XUV-disk galaxies, including this red FUV−K case, dis-
play independent indicators for recent or potential star
formation, in the form of either Hα or HI detections in
the NFGS or the literature.

4.2. Demographics

We find XUV disks in both red- and blue-sequence
E/S0s and over a wide range in stellar mass (Fig. 5). On
the red sequence, the XUV-disk frequencies are 0+23%
and 60+18

−20% above and below the gas-richness threshold

mass (at stellar mass Mt ∼ 5 × 109M⊙, KGB), respec-
tively. On the blue sequence, the corresponding frequen-
cies are 33+22

−18% and 50±18%.
If we ignore mass dependence, we find no clear evi-

dence for a preference in XUV-disk incidence between
red- and blue-sequence E/S0s. Assuming a probability
for an XUV-disk galaxy to be on the blue sequence equal
to the overall sample blue-sequence fraction, binomial
statistics yields a 46% probability of obtaining at least
the number of XUV-disk galaxies observed on the blue
sequence out of the total number of XUVs identified.
Likewise, if we ignore sequence dependence, we find

that the XUV-disk galaxy stellar mass distribution is
not significantly different from that of the parent E/S0
sample (61% probability of being drawn from the same
distribution in a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Binning the
data in mass yields a hint of a difference: the frequen-
cies of XUV disks are 19+15

−10% and 55+12
−13%, respectively,

above and below Mt, although the significance of this
difference is not high (∼1.8σ confidence).
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Figure 6. Optical outer-disk colors for sample E/S0s, calculated between the 50%–75% B-band light radii for NFGS E/S0s and between
the 50%–75% g-band light radii for all others (u− r color is used as a proxy for U −R for non-NFGS galaxies, with a shift to U −R color
as applied in KGB). (a) Comparison of E/S0s with and without XUV disks, illustrating that XUV-disk E/S0s do not show bluer optical
outer-disk colors than E/S0s without XUV disks, i.e., do not show enhanced outer-disk star formation. (b) Comparison of E/S0s with and
without UV-B disks, illustrating that UV-B disk E/S0s do show bluer optical outer-disk colors than E/S0s without UV-B disks, i.e., do
show clearly enhanced outer-disk star formation.
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Figure 7. HI content versus NUV−K color measured within the
detected NUV extent, illustrating the trend towards enhanced HI
content in UV-B disk galaxies (blue squares). Black points repre-
sent all sample galaxies with HI data (MH I from references noted
in Table 2), and green stars represent XUV disks. Note that the
plotted NUV−K colors are not those used for classification of ei-
ther XUV or UV-B disks.

We note that XUV disks identified according to the
original T07 definition have an even more uniform
color/mass distribution (Fig. 5). Considering the slope
of the color-stellar mass sequences, this difference is con-
sistent with what one might expect as a consequence of
our purely quantitative XUV definition excluding XUV
disks with the reddest colors.

4.3. Star Formation

Although our XUV disks reflect recent star forma-
tion, we find that they do not show substantial recent
star formation as traced by blue optical outer-disk colors
(Fig. 6). Likewise, the E/S0s with XUV disks do not
show enhanced atomic gas content relative to the E/S0s
without XUV disks, instead yielding a 36% Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test probability of the same MH I/M∗ distri-
bution (Fig. 7). These possibly counterintuitive results
imply that XUV disks are not necessarily associated with

strong star formation and may instead be associated with
weak/incipient star formation due to a process affecting
the galaxy population broadly, an idea that we return to
in §6.
We note that the T07 requirement of different UV-

optical morphology may pick out weak star formation to
an even greater degree than our purely quantitative ap-
proach, since the UV-optical morphology difference could
imply that the UV-detected star formation is not sub-
stantial or sustained enough to have built up an optical
counterpart.

5. UV-B DISK PROPERTIES AND DEMOGRAPHICS

With the UV-B disk classification, we identify 16/38 or
42+9

−8% of our sample as UV-B disks (see Table 2 for iden-
tifications; Figs. 8 and 9 for images of classified UV-Bs).
Although we find similar frequencies of XUV and UV-B
disks in our sample, and about half of the galaxies with
UV-B disks also host XUV disks, the overall properties
and demographics of these two classes display a number
of differences, as we discuss in the following sections.

5.1. Extents and Ages

Similar to our quantitatively identified XUV disks, the
UV-B disks we identify typically extend beyond R25,
with an average extent (to the last detected NUV point)
of ∼1.4R25 and all extending beyond R25. The aver-
age UV-B disk extent relative to the near IR is slightly
larger than for XUV disks at ∼2.3K80 while the average
extent relative to the UV is smaller than for XUV disks
at ∼1.3RUVSF.
The UV-B disk FUV−NUV colors we observe are also

consistent with <1 Gyr SSP ages. For UV-B disk galax-
ies, the average FUV−NUV color outside the optical
50% light radius is ∼0.6, which corresponds to a slightly
younger ∼300 Myr SSP-equivalent age than is found for
XUV disks. No UV-B disks display FUV−K colors red
enough to imply SSP ages older than 1 Gyr.
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5.2. Demographics

In contrast to the widespread distribution of XUV
disks, UV-B disks are preferentially found on the blue
sequence and may prefer the low-mass regime as well
(see color-mass distribution in Fig. 5).
If we ignore mass dependence, we find clear evidence

for a preference in UV-B disk incidence between red- and
blue-sequence E/S0s. Assuming a probability for a UV-
B disk galaxy to be on the blue sequence equal to the
overall sample blue-sequence fraction, binomial statistics
yields a low 0.7% probability of obtaining at least the
number of UV-B disks observed on the blue sequence
out of the total number of UV-Bs identified.
If we ignore sequence dependence, we find that the

UV-B disk galaxy and full sample stellar mass distribu-
tions have an 8% Kolmogorov-Smirnov test probability
of being drawn from the same distribution, which implies
they are not conclusively distinct. Similarly, the UV-B
disk frequencies we calculate are 19+15

−10% and 59+12
−13%,

above and below Mt respectively, which are more differ-
ent than in the XUV-disk case, but still only distinct at
approximately 2σ confidence.

5.3. Star Formation

In contrast to XUV disks, the UV-B disks in our sam-
ple do correlate with elevated star formation as traced by
blue optical outer-disk color (Fig. 6). E/S0s with UV-B
disks also show enhanced HI content relative to E/S0s
without UV-B disks (Fig. 7), with 0.1% Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test probability of the same MH I/M∗ distribu-
tion. Thus, it appears that UV-B disks are closely linked
to significant star formation potential and pronounced
optical outer-disk star formation.

6. DISCUSSION

In this section, we compare our identified XUV- and
UV-B disk galaxy properties and demographics to XUV-
disk and early-type galaxy formation scenarios and re-
lated literature results. We note, however, that uniform
knowledge of the local and global environments of our
sample galaxies would be necessary to constrain these
formation scenarios and that uniform environmental data
are not available for our sample. Thus, study of the envi-
ronmental properties of such galaxies is deferred to future
work.

6.1. High Frequencies of XUV and UV-B Disks

XUV and UV-B disks occur in our sample with in-
dividually high, approximately 40% frequencies, and a
combined frequency of 61±9%. Compared to classical
“red and dead” expectations for early-type galaxies, the
high incidence of apparent extended star formation we
observe in XUV disks, with ∼70% extending beyond the
optical R25, is in itself a surprising result and may pro-
vide evidence against E/S0 formation through quenching
processes in the low-mass, largely field regime we sam-
ple. Moreover, that we observe a similarly high incidence
of UV-B disks, which seem to relate more closely to sig-
nificant star formation, and that all extend past R25 is
even more remarkable. In addition, although differences
in samples and definitions complicate comparisons of ab-
solute XUV-disk frequencies, it is intriguing that we find

a frequency approximately twice the ∼20% reported in
late types by T07 (see also Lemonias et al. 2011).
One possible explanation for the high incidence of

XUV disks we observe in E/S0s could be a formation
channel that involves mergers. Fallback of tidal tails
in the late stages of a merger that is major enough
to produce a spheroid is a likely scenario for creat-
ing new extended disks (e.g., Barnes 2002; Naab et al.
2006). Early type galaxies at low luminosities/masses
are largely “fast rotators” (as per the Emsellem et al.
2007 terminology), displaying disk-like dynamics reflect-
ing the importance of gas in mergers related to their for-
mation (e.g., Davies et al. 1983; Emsellem et al. 2007;
KGB). Thus, if such mergers often form XUV disks, the
high frequency we observe in our mass regime could be
a natural consequence.
Another possible explanation for the high XUV-disk

incidence in early types compared to late types, related
to the inferred weak nature of XUV-disk star forma-
tion (§6.3), could be a bias due to the relative ease of
detecting small star formation events in E/S0s. Such
events may have a more detectable impact on the appear-
ances/properties of early types than late types, where
they may be obscured by generally higher levels of star
formation.

6.2. Ubiquity of XUVs Compared to UV-Bs

The widespread distribution of the XUV disks in color
and stellar mass seems to suggest an association with
evolutionary processes affecting the galaxy population
broadly. A potential scenario for creating extended, star-
forming disks around early types is external acquisition
of extended gas, whether delivered by companion inter-
actions or fresh cosmic gas accretion, and subsequent
conversion of this gas to stars. In early-type galaxies,
such extended disks or rings of HI are frequently ob-
served and often believed to be associated with external
accretion (e.g., Sage & Welch 2006; Morganti et al. 2006;
Oosterloo et al. 2007; Oosterloo et al. 2010).
T07 find that ∼75% of their Type 1 XUV disks show

evidence for interactions or minor perturbations. An
interaction scenario could explain the widespread de-
mographics of XUVs in our E/S0s, especially since the
XUVs we identify using the original T07 definition, which
favors discovery of the weakest XUVs, are the most
broadly distributed (Fig. 5). To confirm such an as-
sociation, more complete knowledge of the companion
statistics of our sample would be needed.
For UV-B disks, which appear to have a somewhat

mass-dependent distribution, the higher UV-B disk fre-
quency at low masses (below Mt) could hint at a gas
delivery mechanism with a preferred mass scale, as in
the cold-accretion scenario (e.g., Birnboim & Dekel 2003;
Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Kereš et al.
2009). However, an in-depth examination of the environ-
ments and group properties of a larger, statistical sample
of such galaxies will be necessary to distinguish between
various scenarios for producing extended star formation
in early types.

6.3. Relationship to Star Formation and HI Content

An important question to ask about the apparently
young UV disks we observe around E/S0s is: are they
actually associated with substantial disk growth?
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Figure 8. Smoothed NUV contours (purple) overlaid on DSS-II red images of XUV-disk E/S0s. RUVSF is indicated in white, and contours
start at ∼28.6 AB mag arcsec−2 and go up by 2×, 5×, 10×, and 25× in intensity. Eleven of these are Type 1 XUVs by the T07 definition:
NGC4117, NGC3073, NGC5338, NGC3522, NGC5173, NGC7077, NGC7360, UGC6003, UGC7020A, IC1024, and NGC3156. Eight of
these are also UV-Bs: NGC3073, NGC5173, NGC7077, UGC6003, UGC6805, UGC7020A, NGC3773, and IC1024.

The higher (∼40%) frequency of XUVs in both red-
and blue-sequence E/S0s vs. in late types seems to link
XUV disks to a galaxy population associated with weak
or inefficient star formation. Moreover, our E/S0 XUV
disks do not show an association with blue optical outer-
disk colors, nor with enhanced HI content (see §4.3). The
association of XUV disks with weak or inefficient star
formation is consistent with the observation of a high
(∼70%) rate of XUV disks in massive optically low sur-
face brightness galaxies, which are known for inefficient
star formation as well (Boissier et al. 2008). It is also
consistent with T07’s result associating lower SFR/MH I

with Type 1 XUV disks. In addition, simulations of XUV
disks in spiral galaxies show that star formation in these
objects can proceed for as long as 4 Gyr without pro-

ducing enough stars to create a high surface brightness
optical component (Bush et al. 2008).
In contrast, although XUV and UV-B classifications

overlap, our UV-B disk galaxies as a class are character-
ized by bluer optical outer-disk colors and larger reser-
voirs of HI gas than E/S0s without UV-B disks (see §4.4).
Thus, UV-B disks are more closely associated with sig-
nificant disk star formation than are XUV disks. In ad-
dition, if we consider the blue sequence below Mt, where
the numbers and properties of E/S0s suggest disk build-
ing is most active (KGB), we find all sample galaxies save
one are classified as UV-B disks (Fig. 5). This strong
link between UV-B disks and the sub-Mt blue sequence
seems to support the scenario of significant growth in the
optical outer disks of E/S0s in this regime.
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Figure 9. Smoothed NUV contours (purple) overlaid on DSS-II red images of UV-B disk E/S0s that are not also XUV-disk E/S0s. RUVSF

is indicated in white, and contours start at ∼28.6 AB mag arcsec−2 and go up by 2×, 5×, 10×, and 25× in intensity. None of these are
Type 1 XUVs by the T07 definition. Some galaxies where the contours show extent beyond RUVSF do not pass the test that this emission
is >3σ above the PSF shelf (see §3.2.2).

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have used UV, optical, and IR imaging to study
extended-disk star formation in a sample of 38 red- and
blue-sequence E/S0s in the stellar mass regime below
∼4 × 1010M⊙ and in primarily field environments. We
introduce two new classifications: a purely quantitative
version of the Extended Ultraviolet (XUV) disk classifi-
cation, akin to the Type 1 XUV definition of Thilker et al.
(2007; T07); and an Ultraviolet-Bright (UV-B) disk clas-
sification, with NUV−K color indicating &10% young
population in the outer optical disk beyond the 50% light
radius. We summarize key results from the application
of these classifications below.

• We identify a high 61±9% combined frequency of
XUV and UV-B disks. Since the classifications
partially overlap, this frequency reduces to sepa-
rate 39±9% and 42+9

−8% frequencies for XUV disks
and UV-B disks, respectively. In the XUV-disk
case, the observed frequency is approximately twice
the ∼20% reported by T07 for primarily late-type
galaxies, although differences in XUV-disk criteria
and possible detection biases could affect this com-
parison.

• UV colors of both XUV and UV-B disks typically
imply <1 Gyr ages, and most of the identified UV
disks extend beyond the optical R25 radius.

• XUV-disk host galaxies occupy a widespread distri-
bution in color and stellar mass, while UV-B disks
more strongly prefer the blue sequence and may
also prefer the low-mass regime.

• XUV disks appear to be associated with low-
level star formation, whereas UV-B disks ap-
pear to be more clearly associated with signifi-
cant star formation. UV-B disk galaxies are also

closely linked to the population of blue-sequence
E/S0s in the stellar mass regime below the “gas-
richness threshold mass” at M t ∼ 5 × 109M⊙

(Kannappan, Guie, & Baker 2009; KGB), support-
ing the idea that such galaxies represent an actively
disk-building population (KGB).

Our results suggest that XUV-disk formation could be
related to a process that affects the galaxy population
broadly, such as interactions, while UV-B disk formation
could be related to a process with a mass-scale prefer-
ence, such as cold-mode gas accretion. Existing data do
not yet allow us to disentangle such effects in the E/S0
population, but the purely quantitative classifications we
have developed in this work are well suited to application
in larger statistical samples, which will allow us to con-
struct a more complete picture of the local and global en-
vironments of star-forming E/S0s. In subsequent work,
we plan to combine quantitative metrics of both disk
building and environment in a large volume-limited sur-
vey in order to constrain the origin and future evolution
of star-forming E/S0s and further probe the intriguing
possibility of early-to-late-type transformation.
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ing of NGC 3773, and the anonymous referee for sugges-
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Figure 10. Smoothed NUV contours (purple) overlaid on DSS-II red images of E/S0s in our sample without XUV or UV-B disks. RUVSF

is indicated in white, and contours start at ∼28.6 AB mag arcsec−2 and go up by 2×, 5×, 10×, and 25× in intensity. Five of these are
Type 1 XUVs by the T07 definition: NGC3419, NGC4308, IC195, UGC8876, and NGC5355. Some galaxies where the contours show extent
beyond RUVSF do not pass the test that this emission is >3σ above the PSF shelf (see §3.2.2).
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Table 2

Galaxy log(M∗/M⊙) Seq Morph. Dist. log(MH I/M⊙) FUV−NUV NUV−K FUV−NUV NUV−K T07 XUV? XUV? UV-B? Sample

(Mpc) (R > RUVSF) (R > RUVSF) (R > R50) (R > R50)

NGC3419 10.0 B S0-S0/a 43.4 9.1b 2.9 5.0 2.5 5.1 Y N N GI

NGC4117 9.7 R S0 19.0 8.3 0.5 4.7 0.7 5.1 Y Y N GI

NGC3073 9.1 B S0/a 21.1 8.5 1.6 4.5 1.5 4.4 Y Y Y GI

NGC4308 8.7 R S0 8.4 <6.0 3.1 5.4 2.3 5.6 Y N N GI

IC692 8.9 B E 21.4 8.4 0.9 2.9 0.5 2.7 N N Y GI

NGC3011 9.4 B S0/a 25.7 8.3 0.8 3.3 0.4 3.4 N N Y GI

NGC3870 8.8 B Pec 14.5 8.4 0.4 2.7 0.3 2.7 N N Y GI

UGC5923 8.1 R S0/a 8.0 7.7 1.1 3.8 0.7 3.6 N N Y GI

NGC5338 8.9 R S0 10.3 7.3 2.0 4.5 1.9 4.7 Y Y N GI

IC1141 10.4 B S0/a 68.0 9.3 0.7 3.5 0.6 4.0 N N Y GI

IC1144 11.2 B S0/a 175.4 <8.7 2.3 5.8 2.3 6.0 N N N GI

IC1639 10.6 B cE 76.0 8.4 3.1 5.3 2.0 5.7 N N N GI

IC195 10.5 B S0/a 52.1 9.4 1.9 6.2 1.9 6.2 Y N N GI

UGC9562 8.9 B S0 25.2 9.3 0.4 2.5 0.4 2.2 N N Y GI

NGC3032 9.6 B Pec 25.2 8.3 2.0 4.7 1.8 4.8 N Y N GI

NGC3522 9.7 R S0 22.9 8.4 2.1 4.9 2.0 5.1 Y Y N GI

NGC516 10.1 R S0 34.9 <7.4 2.8 5.6 2.2 5.8 N N N GI

NGC5173 10.3 B E 41.2 9.3 0.8 3.9 0.7 4.2 Y Y Y GI

NGC5596 10.4 R S0 50.8 8.8 1.2 5.5 0.6 5.2 N N N GI

NGC7077 8.8 B S0/a 18.9 8.2 2.1 3.1 0.7 3.0 Y Y Y GI

NGC7360 10.5 B E 67.9 9.6 0.6 4.4 0.6 4.5 Y Y N GI

UGC12265N 10.1 B S0 82.8 9.4 1.1 4.7 1.0 4.8 N N N GI

UGC6003 10.1 B S0/a 84.2 9.4 1.5 1.9 0.8 2.7 Y Y Y GI

UGC6570 9.6 R S0/a 28.6 8.4 1.4 4.5 1.0 4.6 N Y N GI

UGC6637 9.2 B S0 31.5 8.6 0.8 3.7 0.3 2.9 N N Y GI

UGC6655 8.0 B S0 8.8 7.2 0.8 3.4 0.3 2.8 N N Y GI

UGC6805 8.9 B S0 20.3 7.6 1.3 3.9 0.6 3.5 N Y Y GI

UGC7020A 9.3 R S0 26.7 8.6 0.7 3.5 0.6 3.5 Y Y Y GI

UGC8876 10.2 R S0/a 36.7 <7.7 1.6 6.3 1.5 6.4 Y N N GI

NGC3773 8.6 B Pec 10.5 7.9 —c 3.4 —c 3.2 N Y Y GI

IC1024 9.4 B S0Pec 20.4 9.0b 0.8 4.0 0.7 4.3 Y Y Y archival

NGC1047 9.0 R S0/a 19.1 8.7b 2.3 5.3 2.5 5.2 N N N archival

NGC2970 9.3 R S0/a 22.7 —a 2.4 5.2 2.0 5.2 N N N archival

NGC3156 9.6 R S0 15.3 7.9b 2.6 4.9 2.4 5.1 Y Y N archival

NGC3458 10.4 R S0 27.6 —a 1.9 6.2 1.7 6.5 N N N archival

NGC4288A 10.4 R S0 100.8 —a 1.4 6.1 1.1 5.9 N N N archival

NGC5355 10.1 R S0/a-S0Pec 34.4 9.5b —c 5.7 —c 5.8 Y N N archival

NGC5574 10.0 R S0/a 23.2 7.9b 2.0 5.7 2.3 5.7 N N N archival

Note. — Derived FUV−NUV and NUV−K colors outside RUVSF and beyond the optical 50% light radius (the XUV-disk and UV-B disk classification regions, respectively) plus ancillary
data and classifications using the original T07 XUV-disk definition, our purely quantitative XUV-disk definition, and the UV-B disk definition. Ancillary data are from Jansen et al. (2000a,b),

KGB, and Wei et al. (2010) except as noted. Distances assume H0=70 km s−1 Mpc−1. a HI data unavailable. b HI data from HyperLeda (Paturel et al. 2003a). c No FUV imaging available.


